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There is clear evidence of the effects of air pollution on health. The aim is to provide this information to citizens based on

their health profile (medical history or requirements) before and during outdoor trips of their choice, both walking and

cycling, empowering them to proactively make informed personal decisions about their route choices and identifying

potentially unhealthy travel environments.
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1. Introduction

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), approximately 90% of the global population is exposed to air

containing elevated pollutant concentrations. Recent assessments underscore a distressing fatality count of 7 million

individuals annually due to the effects of outdoor and indoor air pollution . People die and suffer many illnesses from

exposure to poor air quality (AQ), due to pollutants such as particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10), carbon monoxide (CO),

ozone (O ), nitrogen dioxide (NO ), and sulfur dioxide (SO ) to name a few, mainly due to the burning of fossil fuels.

Moreover, of significant concern for public health, 96% of the urban population is exposed to pollution levels surpassing

the WHO AQ Guideline (AQG)  and in many large cities by more than five times.

It is crucial to emphasise that exposure to elevated levels of fine particulate matter and nitrogen dioxide surpassing the

WHO’s recommendations resulted in an estimated 238,000 and 49,000 premature deaths, respectively, in 2020 . These

pollutants have been associated with asthma, heart disease, and stroke. Additionally, chronic exposure to fine particulate

matter accounted for 275,000 premature deaths in Europe in 2020, while chronic nitrogen dioxide exposure was

responsible for 64,000 deaths, and acute ozone exposure contributed to 28,000 deaths .

There is a growing recognition and active involvement of local governments and authorities in addressing the concerns

surrounding air pollution. They are implementing control and supervision plans, striving to mitigate the harmful effects.

This global public health challenge has sparked an accelerated political interest, reflecting a heightened commitment to

tackle the issue . The notable increase in the number of cities monitoring air pollution data indicates a growing

emphasis on assessing and monitoring air quality.

In Europe, air pollution emissions have declined in the last two decades. Despite this positive trend, air pollution remains

the most important environmental health risk in this region. The Directive 2008/50/EC of 21 May 2008 on ambient AQ and

cleaner air for Europe is one of these AQ measures. According to this directive, the number of sampling points in each

zone or agglomeration should be at least one sampling point per 2 million inhabitants or one sampling point per 50,000

km , where the latter criterion results in a higher number of sampling points, but not less than one sampling point per zone

or agglomeration. For instance, Valencia city (Spain) is an example where these networks are deployed, with a set of AQ

official monitoring stations for polluting gases (the network of stations of the Generalitat Valenciana ) and the stations

deployed in the city of Valencia incorporated into open data, also known as Valencia minute by minute . Figure 1 shows

some of these AQ monitoring stations in different cities, such as Burjassot city (SP), Glasgow city (UK), and Valencia city

(SP).
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Figure 1. Example of AQ monitoring stations at (a): Burjassot city (Spain), (b): Glasgow city (United Kingdom), and (c):

Valencia city (Spain).

2. Accurate Estimation of Air Pollution in Outdoor Routes

Citizens’ route choice decisions are often about minimising travel time, although in many situations, the risk of illness

causes citizens to apply other criteria, such as reducing air pollution, particularly when the citizen suffers from respiratory

diseases or allergies. In a study by , it was found that cyclists could opt for alternative routes with approximately 20%

less exposure to pollution (given by nitrogen and carbon oxides) compared to shorter routes in a Danish city. Similarly, in

 it is demonstrated that pedestrians in California could reduce PM2.5 exposure, around 40%, by choosing appropriate

routes. Additionally, in  a web application for cyclists is shown which can help to find alternative routes with 4% less

pollution. Furthermore, numerous previous studies examining exposure at the route level, such as , have consistently

demonstrated that different routes within cities exhibit different levels of air pollution.

From a different point of view, regarding the trade-off between emissions and exposure to pollution, in , the feasibility of

utilising emission and exposure metrics as benchmarks for assessing real-world policy is considered. The authors

propose, based on the type of vehicle used, air pollution tolls given by time, taking into account the emission costs.

However, the specific trade-off between the impact of exposure as a factor in route choice has not been extensively

evaluated. In this line, in , an application is presented that does not systematically reduce travel distance or travel time,

when CO2 emissions are considered as a vehicle cost factor.

In , the authors present a population-based assessment, carried out in Helsinki (Finland), of multiple environmental

exposures for active commuting, allowing urban-scale exposure analyses to inform exposure levels. It highlights that

cyclists have more noise exposure and pollution, which exceed healthy thresholds. In , the authors show a summary of

different studies focusing on main air pollutants and their impact on cyclists. In  is detailed the Green Paths software

(v.1), an open-source routing method (based on shortest path algorithm) and exposure assessment tool for a route

planner for Helsinki which takes into account exposure metrics given by air quality, noise, and greenery. This software

uses OpenStreetMap, both with walking and cycling street network maps, with pre-calculated exposure cost attributes

assigned to the network edges.

In addition, it is worth mentioning several commercial platforms that offer you AQ information in your route, such as

AirNow , BreezoMeter , and PlumeLabs . Their use can be beneficial although they are not open-source. Airnow

provides only AQ at the source and destination, and is constrained to North America and limited to specific roads,
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considering only O  and PM as pollutants. BreezoMeter shows AQ index (AQI) only at the monitoring spots and is limited

to specific roads. Finally, PlumeLabs analyses the AQ in your location. The information provided by these platforms is

constrained to the source or destination, as well as the locations with monitoring systems, but it does not include

information for your whole route. The information that these platforms report is simpler than the researchers' approach.
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